
Internal Assessment of Department of History, Maynaguri College 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2020-21 

Students are requested to submit their Assignments within 21-02-2022 at respective Google 

forms. 

History (Hons.) 1ST Semester- CC1 Full marks - 10X01=10 

Answer any one question from the following. (The word limit of each answer would be within 200 words and 

within one page.) 

1. Discuss about various type of sources for reconstruction of Ancient Indian History with examples. (10) 

2. Analyse different causes for the decline of Harappan Civilization? (10) 

 

History (Hons.) 1ST Semester - CC2 Full marks - 10X01=10 

Answer any one question from the following. (The word limit of each answer would be within 200 words and 

within one page.) 

1. Discuss about religious life of any one of the civilization-1.Egypt, 2.Mesopotamia, 3.China, 4.Eastern 

Mediterranean. (10) 

2. Analise the slave society in ancient Greece and its impact on Greece economy. (10) 

 

Submit Here within 21-02-2021  

Submit link: https://forms.gle/3fRBdH64eb9HRKWC7 

 

History (General) 1st Semester, DSC Paper – 1st  Full marks - 10X01=10 

নিচের  প্রচের উত্তর দাও। (200 শচের মচযে, এক পৃষ্ঠায়) 

 

            1. মগধের উত্থাধের কারণ আধ াচো কধরা। 10 

 

 

Submit Here within 21-02-2021  

জমা করচে হচে এখাচি: https://forms.gle/SELAhecUnFmSzYte7 

https://forms.gle/3fRBdH64eb9HRKWC7
https://forms.gle/SELAhecUnFmSzYte7


History (GE) 1st - 3rd (hons) and 5th(pass) Semester, GE - Paper- 1,   Full marks - 10X01=10 

Answer any one question from the following. (The word limit of each answer would be within 200 words and 

within one page.) 

1. Discuss about various type of sources for reconstruction of Ancient Indian History with examples. (10) 

2. Analyse different causes for the decline of Harappan Civilization? (10) 

 

Submit Here within 21-02-2021  

Submit link: https://forms.gle/Hv3UpG5Ux1T4NbBm7 

 

 
 

History (Hons.) 3RD Semester, CC 5TH Full marks - 10X01=10 

Answer any one question from the following. (The word limit of each answer would be within 200 words and 
within one page.) 

 1. Critically analyse the debate of Indian Feudalism. (10) 

 

 2. Causes and consequences of early Turkish invasions in India. (10) 

 
History (Hons.) 3RD Semester, CC 6th Full marks - 10X01=10 

Answer any one question from the following. (The word limit of each answer would be within 200 words and 

within one page.) 

 1. Discuss Dobb-Sweezy debate on transition from Feudalism to Capitalism. (10) 

 

 2. Origin of Reformation in the 16th Century. (10) 

 
History (Hons.) 3RD Semester, CC 7th Full marks - 10X01=10 

Answer any one question from the following. (The word limit of each answer would be within 200 words and 

within one page.) 

1. Discuss about Iqta System and its evolution in Sultanate period. (10)  

2. Bhakti movement in North India. (10) 

Submit Here within 21-02-2021  

Submit link: https://forms.gle/z1Fza1Vi7xWZ3bWy6 

 

https://forms.gle/Hv3UpG5Ux1T4NbBm7
https://forms.gle/z1Fza1Vi7xWZ3bWy6


History (General) 3rd Semester, DSC Paper - 3rd Full marks - 10X01=10 

নিচের প্রচের উত্তর দাও। (200 শচের মচযে, 1 পৃষ্ঠায়) 

              1. আ াউদ্দিে খা দ্দির অর্ থনেতিক সংস্কার সম্পধকথ আধ াচো কধরা। 10 

 

Submit Here within 21-02-2021  

জমা করচে হচে এখাচি: https://forms.gle/JV3qhRkU5Jpk1wmm8 

 

 

History ( Hons. And program ) 3rd Semester, SEC-1 (Project) Full marks - 20X01=20 

নিচের  প্রচের উত্তর দাও। (400 শচের মচযে, 2 পৃষ্ঠায়) 

       1. ককাধো একটি সংগ্রহশা া ভ্রমধণর অতিজ্ঞিা বণ থো কধরা। 20 

 

History (Hons. And program) 3rd Semester, SEC-1 (Assignment) Full marks - 10X01=10 

নিচের  প্রচের উত্তর দাও। (200 শচের মচযে, এক পৃষ্ঠায়) 

       1. সংগ্রহশা া কাধক বধ ? কি প্রকার ও তক তক? সংগ্রহশা ার গুরুত্ব তক? 

 
 

Submit Here within 21-02-2021  

Submit link/জমা করচে হচে এখাচি: https://forms.gle/qRreMT96xxjyjpTr9 

 
 

History (Hons.) 5th Semester, CC 11th  Full marks - 10X01=10 

Answer any one question from the following. (The word limit of each answer would be within 200 words and 

within one page.) 

 1. Discuss the crisis of Ancient Regime in context of French Revolution. (10) 

 

 2. Industrialisation and its impact on Modern Europe. (10) 

 

 

 

https://forms.gle/JV3qhRkU5Jpk1wmm8
https://forms.gle/qRreMT96xxjyjpTr9


History (Hons.) 5th Semester, CC 12th Full marks - 10X01=10 

Answer any one question from the following. (The word limit of each answer would be within 200 words and 

within one page.) 

1. Uprising of 1857 and its importance. (10) 

2. De-industrialisation and its impact on Indian industries. 

 
Submit Here within 21-02-2021  

Submit link: https://forms.gle/g2ePnxTVjXo8KQzY7 

 

History (Hons.) 5th Semester, DSE 1ST PAPER           Full marks - 10X01=10 

Answer any one question from the following. (The word limit of each answer would be within 200 words and 

within one page. 

 1. Canton System of Trade. (10) 

 2. Self – strengthening movement in China. (10) 

  

History (Hons.) 5th Semester, DSE 2ND PAPER          Full marks - 10X01=10 

Answer any one question from the following. (The word limit of each answer would be within 200 words and 

within one page.) 

 1. Meji restoration and its significane. (10) 

 

 2. Discuss about people’s Rights movement. (10) 

 

Submit Here within 21-02-2021  

Submit link: https://forms.gle/FHsdWw2Cm9xmrX25A 

 
History (PASS) 5th Semester, DSE 1ST PAPER  Full marks - 10X01=10 

নিচের  প্রচের উত্তর দাও। (200 শচের মচযে, এক পৃষ্ঠায়) 

1. ফরাতস তবপ্লধবর কারণসমূহ আধ াচো কধরা। 10 

Submit Here within 21-02-2021  

Submit link: https://forms.gle/9v3PaA7zEvoyQPei8 

https://forms.gle/g2ePnxTVjXo8KQzY7
https://forms.gle/FHsdWw2Cm9xmrX25A
https://forms.gle/9v3PaA7zEvoyQPei8


 
 

History (PASS) 5th Semester, SEC 1ST PAPER  Full marks - 10X01=10 

নিচের  প্রচের উত্তর দাও। (200 শচের মচযে, এক পৃষ্ঠায়) 

     1. সংগ্রহশা া কাধক বধ ? কি প্রকার ও তক তক? সংগ্রহশা ার গুরুত্ব তক? 

 
Submit Here within 21-02-2021  

Submit link: https://forms.gle/iz9dZ3dLBn2GBCCXA 
 

 

Sudip Bhattacharya 

Head 

Dept. of History 

Maynaguri College  

 
 

 

*** Last date of Assignment submission: 21-02-2021*** 

 

 

https://forms.gle/iz9dZ3dLBn2GBCCXA

